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SUMMARY
The di$ereniid equation of Ciiuplygin’8 jet problem ia
utilized to @e a sy8temaiiz &velopmW of partieulm solth.ons
of the hodograph$ow equatti, which eaienak the treatment of
Ohaplygin inio t-h mperwnti range and completes the set
of partioulim 8ol&0n3.
The particular soluiti serve to pluce on a reuaonald.e
baais the we of velociiy correction formti for the comparison
of hmmpremible and compresdde jbws. It is 8h0wn thd the
gemw%ic-rnean type of velocity eon-eti formula introdwc-ed
in part I haa signi~nce w an 00er-ali? type of apywximatwn
in the 8wb80nic range.
A brief review of general condi.&nM limiting the potential
jlow of am adiabatic comprtmilh$uid G given and application
ti made to tlu particular 801Uti07U3, yielding c0?@ion8for the
exi8t4n.ce of tingw?ur loci in h 8uper80niA3 range.
The combining of parti.cukr 8obuiion8 in aemrdamee with
premribed boundaryjkno ditti is not treated in the prment
paper,
INJ!RODUCTION
This paper presents a theoretical investigation that may
be regarded as a continuation of studies initiated in part I
(reference 1). In part I an attempt was made to unify the
results of Chaplygin, von KArm&n and Tsien, Temple and
Yarwood, and Prandtl and Glauert insofar as their results
were concerned with v-eloci~ and pressure correction factors
for the correspondence of incomprcmible and comprcasible
flows. In addition, two new velocity correction formulas
were introduced that appeared te have a somewhat wider
range of applicability than the formulas of the aforemmtioned
authora. Most of the results of part I were obtained with
the use of two particular solutions of the hodograph equa-
tions. These. two basic solutions correspond to a vortex
and a source in a compressible fluid.
It was mentioned in part I that, in order to treat the
exact boundary problem of uniform flow of a compressible
fluid past a prescribed body, a general set of particular solu-
tions of the hodograph equations had to be obtained. Such
a study is given in the present paper, which incidentally
helps to clarify the nature of the velocity correction factera
of part I—in particular, the one referred to as the” geometric-
mean” type of approximation. h addition, many intareating
types of flows are disclosed from a physical interpretation of
the particular solutions. A few such solutions have already
been obtained and discussed by Ringleb (reference 2).
Several mathematical appro~ches ‘&st “by means of whioh
particular integrals of the hodograph equations may be ob-
tained. Two such approaches, mentioned in part I, may
be attributed to Chaplygin (reference 3) and Bers and
Gelbart (reference 4) and are analogous to an exponential
and to a power-seri& approach, rcspeotively. Anothar
method of defining particular integrals is the integral-
operator method of Bergmsm (reference 5). In the present
paper the differential equation, tit used by Chaplygin in
his treatment of jets (reference 3), provides the basis for the
definition of a complete set of particular solutions.
The scope of the present paper is limited chkdly to a
systematic study of the fundamental solutions and to the
physioal interpretation of some of the particular flows repre-
sented by them. The oombining of particular solutions to
reprcaent uniform flow past a prescribed body is not treated
herein. It is believed, however, that the present study may
sefie as a basis for further development and clarification of
this important problem.
SYMBOLS /
rectangular coordinate in plane of flow
magnitude of fluid velocity




VelOCi@ of sound in fluid
Mach number (gJa)
quantities referred to stagnation point g=O
velocity potential
stream function
ratio of speciik heats (apprcm. 1.4 for air)
(approx. 5/2 for air)







sonic value of r r,=&l; approx. 1/6 for air
For /3>0 (or 1<7< m), the range of 7 is 0S7S1.
ao7
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GENERAL PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS OF THE HOD OGRAPH
EQUATIONS
HODOGRAPH EQUATIONS
The linear equations in the hodograph variables o and g,
which relate the velocity potential + and the stream func-
tion # for the steady two-dimensional flow of a nonviscous
comprwsible fluid, are
(1)








(See equations (21) and (25) of reference 1.)
In the incompressible case @O, equations (1) can be
expressedin the Cauchy-Riemann form. Particular solutions
$l=~+i$ can be expressed in this case as any analytic
function of the compkx variable
W=e+i 10g ~ (2)
or as any analytic function of the related exponential function
e- fw=qe-ti (3)
Thus, an infinite set of particular integrals of equations (l),
in the incompressible case, referred to herein as” the powers
set,“ is u+. When k is a positive integer, the particular
solutions vanish at the origin (0= O,log q= O) and, when k is
a negative integer, the particular solutions are iniinite at the
origin. h the case of nonintegral values of k, the origin is a
branch point of the functions u#.
Another infinite set of particular integrals of equations
(1) in the incompressible case, referred to herein as “the
exponential set,” is
(e-i.)*=@e-fko
where, again, k can take on any value-integral, noninkygal,
positive, or negative.
In the compressible case, the particular solutions corre-
sponding to the powers set UF (that is, the particular solu-
tions which reduce to @ in the incompressible case NO)
depend on whether the coeilicient of d is real or imaginary—
a consequence of the fact that, in the compressible case,
# and Y do ,not satisfy the same differential equation. For
example, for k= 1, the two functions corresponding to w








and j(~) and g(7) each vanish for r= O. (See equations
(26) and (27) of reference 1.)
The development of other functions corresponding to the
power set wJ,for positive integral values of k, follows accord-
ing to the method of Bers and Gelbmt. (See expression
(22) of reference 1.) Since the present paper is chiefly
concerned with the functions corresponding to the exponen-
tial set e-*W, the ppwers set is not further discussed.
CHAPLYQIN DIPFRRENTIAL EQUATION
THE FUNCTIONS Pk AND Qh
Corresponding to the exponential sets in the incomprw-
sible case
e-au=~ cos kO–@ sin kg
and
ti-”w=$ SiR ke+if cos ko
there appear in the compressible case functions desigxmtod,
respectively,
P,@ COS kO–iQ,(g) Sill ke
and
P.@ sin kO+iQk(g) cos kO
where the functions P~(gj and Qk(@ satisfy second-order
differential equations. These equations are easily obtained
by substituting in equationa (1) the product-type solutions
In view of equations (1) it is observed that
(4)
. (s)
The functions Q(g) satisfy the second-order dfiermtial
equation
~ ~+(l+~g ~–~(l–~Qk=O (6)
The functions Pk@ can be obtained from Qk(g) by means
of the first of equations (5). Equation (6) may be reduced
to a standard type by introducing r as the independent
variable. Put
~k(d=!f~k(d (7)
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where clearly Yz (r)-l as -O (incompressible case).






the desired differential equation is
T(l —T) ‘#+-[(k+l)—(k+l—~)T] ‘~+;I!W+l)YZ=O
(8)
Equation (8), which is of the hypergeometric type, was
first introduced by Chaplygin in his memoir on gaa jets
(referenca 3).
THE FUNC1’IONS Yb AND P-k
Chaplygin treated the subsonic flow of a compressible fluid
through jets with straight-line boundaries. For such prob-
lems the hodograph variablea o and g are natural variablea
in the sense that the solid and fluid boundaries are de-
scribed by 0= Constant and q= Constant, respectively, and
only the particular solutiona of equation (8) with positive
characteristic index k axe needed. In the present paper a
complete ordered set of particular solutions of equation (8)
is obtained, which extends the results of Clhaplygin into the
supersonic range and to negative values of the index k.
Two types of solutions of equation (8) for nonintegral
values of k are
yk(T) =~(at, b,, k+ 1; T) (9)
nnd





Y(a, b, c; 7)
ab a(a+l)b(b+l) +
=1+7+ g! ~(~+1) ~ “ “ “
where
and
It is now shown that only one of the solutions need be used.
For positive values of k, the requirement that Y,(0)=l
excludes the use of equation (10). For negative values of
the ind~, the solution ~-~(q) =g-k~_k(T) obtained with the
aid of equation (10) is, except for a constant factor, equiv-
alent to the solution Qk(g)=@Y~(~) obtained with the aid
of equation (9). Thus
~-k(d ‘g-k~-k(d
=q-k#F(a_k+k, b-k+k, k+l ; T)
=g-k%F(a,, bk,k+ 1;T)
()1 ‘(?k(d=~
Hence, only the solutions given by equation (9) are needed
for the deteti tion of Q@ and Q_,@.
Then
~k(!i!)‘!tyk(T)
=(fF(Uk, b,, k+l ; T) “ (11)
and
Q-@=q-kY-k(T)
=g-k~(a_k, b-k, –k+ 1; T)
=g-kF(ak–k, b~–k, –k+l; T) (12)
Observe that both types of hypergeometric functions appear-
ing in equations (9) and (10) are utilized in the expressions
fOr Q@ and Q-,@.
The foregoing discussion has been limited to nonintegral
values of the index, positive or negative. When the index
is integral and positive, equations (9) and (11) remain valid.
When the index is integral and negative, however, equation
(12) does not in genersl lead to a mean@ful solution and
consequently another independent solution is to be sought.
The desired solution for Y_k(7) in such cases contains a
logarithmic term and again is subject to the condition that
it reduce to unity for T= O (incompressible case). The
expression for Q_k(q) is then given by
Q-A)=Q-’L(T) (13)
y_k(~)= l– (a,–k (b,–k)~+ (ark) (ark+ l)(h-k) (brk+l)~. l!(& 2!(k–l)(k–2)
– (Uk–k)(Uk–k+l) (Uk–k+2) (bk–k (bk–k+l)(bt–k+2)~+
31(?c-1) (lc-2) (L3)
. . .





1: 1 _+–_& #+’
+C #.F(Uk, b,, k+l ; ~) log T’+l~ Uk ~,
(–
ak(at+l)b&+l) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
+ 21(k+l) (k+2) )
————_———
G+ak+l+&+m 1 2 k+l k+2 ‘+2+ “ “ “1
~= (_l)k+l(ak—l) (Uk—z) . . . (ak—~) (bk—l) (bk—g) . . . (bt—k)
kl(k– 1)1
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Note that, if ak or b~takes on any of the values 1,2, . . . k,
the constant c equala zero and the function Y_L(~) becomes
a polynomial. It should be pointed out, however, that equa-
tion (13) is to be utilized only if equation (12) does not yield
a relevant and tite result. This statement is illustrated in
some of the following special examples.
Ca9e of 7=–1:
Consider as an example the von Ktirm&n-Taientreatrmmt
of compressible flow (reference 6) in which the adiabatic
index ~= —1 or ~= –* Then
For a negative integral index, equation (13) may appear to
be applicable, in which case the expression for Zt(r) would
be a polynomial of degree k–l. An examination of equa-
tion (12) shoys, however, that for this caae no infinities
arise and that, when the index is negative, integral, or
tlonintegral,
The hypergeometric series represented by Y_Z(r) converges
for values O= ]71<1. For the present case of 7=–1 or
P= —;) values of r corresponding to positive values of M
lie outside the range of convergence. A closed expression
for l’-,(;) can be found, however, for this case which, by












This identity for the von K&rm&n-Tsiencaae corresponds to









For the negative integral index, it may appear at &at glance
that equation (13) is needed; however, equation (12) doea
yield a relevant and fhite result and accordingly is tho
equation b be used. Thus
,~ F(ak–k, bt–k, l–k; T)=l+$T–&#+p~~T8
_ B’(B– 1) (P–2) ,,+
2X41 . . .
=l+;& [1-(1 -,)~+q
and therefore
.{Q-l(r)=q-I1+2 J!--2p+l D-(1-TP] I (16)
Case of k=O:
The exceptional caae of k=O is directly treated by means
of equation (8). The diilerential equation for YO(~) or
QJ7) then is
&i+$$’]=o
The general solution of this equation can be written as
Q,(q) =2C, log q+C, s:[(1–7)~–lJ:+02
where Cl and CZare arbitrary constants of integration. The
constants Cl and Cgare dekmnined by the imposed condition
that the expression for ~(g) reduce in the incompressible




JQo(q)=h3!Z++ ,’[(1–W-11 $ (17)
In a similar manner, from the differential equation for PO,
d T(l–T)fil &,
[ 1~ ~r dra=o
the expression for POis obtained as
PJg)=log g+; f[~–q $ (18)
It is remarked that the functionE~(g) and PO(g)are identical
with the elementmy functions Z(q) and .@#, respectively,
introduced in part I (reference 1) and are associated with
a vortex and a source type of flow.
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A linear homogeneous dMerential equation of order n
oan, in general, be reduced to a diilerential equation of
order n— 1 by means of an exponential-type substitution
for~the dependent variable. Chaplygin made use of such a
substitution to reduce the second-order differential equations
satisfied by Pk and Qkto first-order equations of the Riccati
form, in order to study properties of the functions P, and Q,
in the subsonic range for only positive values of k. In the
present analysis the Riccati equations are also found useful
in order to extend the study of the functions P~ and Q~to the
supersonic range for both positive and negative values of the
index k.
The seccnd+rder differential equations for P, and (&,
with r as the independent variable, are
and
Tho corresponding first-order ,Riccati equations are ob-
tained by substituting for P~ and Qknew dependent varia-








The equations sntisfied by l?z(~) and &(~) are
Initial conditions for RJ7) and S~(T) are found by examin-
ation of the incompressible case r -0. In this case
P~=Q~=$ and, since 2T ~=g $ it follows from equations
(19) and (2o) ~at
R.(O) =S,(0) =1
The following important relation exists between the func-
tions Rt(,) and S’b(,):
R,(T)/Y,(T)= l—(2f9+l)T1—T
=1–W (23)
Equation (23) can be verified directly from the hodograph
equations (l). It maybe noted at this point that this result
is of signiiicanm in connection with the geometric-mean
type of velocity correction factor introduced in part I and
is discussed more fully in a later section.
Before the functions l?J~) and S’J7) are treated, certain
general observations can be made regarding the functions
PJ7), QJT),&(T)j md SJT).Chaplygin, who limited
his investigations to the subsonic range and to positive values
of the index k, has shown that Q~and consequently the other
functions posswa no roots for any value of the independent
variable in the subsonic range, with ill=O excluded. In the
supersonic rmge -1, Pk(T) and Q~(r) in general possew
zeros. Certain relations obtained by means of equations
(19), (20), and (23) between P,, Q,, R,, and S’, at the zeros
of P* and & are summarized as follow’s:
LkkEi#
, ,
It is remarked that the number of zeros of Qk,as a function
of the index k, cm be found from an expression developed
by Klein and Hurwitz (reference 7) in connection with the
zeros of the hypergeometric function. In general, the
number of zeros increases with the magnitude of the index k
andisidinite fork=+~.
A further observation of interest can be made in connec-
tion with equation (23). Chaplygin has shown that, for
positive ihite values of k (and the same is true for negative
fib vfdues of k), the tictio~ L%(7)are not z~o for the
sonic value ,=7S or M=l. From equation (23) then, it
fo~o~s hat the fictio~ &(T) =0 for ~=1.
In view of the relation between the functions Rt and Sz
given by equation (23), only Sx need be discussed.. The
Riccati equation (22) maybe used to discuss certain Proper-
ties of th~ function & but in general,
tion, the original definition (equation
function Q, may be used directly:
for numerical Ovaiua-
(20)) in terms of the
or
In general, the @ctions S* are expressible in infinite series.
For several values of k, however, & can be expressed in
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closed forms. For k=O and k=~ a, ~, may be obtained
by a limiting process from equation (2o); however, for these
special cases the Riccati equation (equation (22)) yields




~ _ 1—(2/9+1)7 1~
..— 1—T 1
= (l_&@) l/2 (25)
The cases k=l and k=–1 may also be expressed in closed
form. With the aid of the equations (15) and (16) for Q,






1+; ~gl [— l—(1—7)@]
In order to illustrate the behavior of some of the functions
thus far intzwduced,a number of tables and @es are given.
All the calculations have been performed with the adiabatic
index -y= 1.4. Table 1 gives values of YE as a function of
M or r for several positive and negative values of the index k.
Figure 1 shows the functions Y.. plotted against Al. Values
of the functions Sz and Rz are given in tables 2 and 3 and
are plotted against M in figures 2 and 3.
THE FIJN~IONSjk(.) AND ~~(.)
In the incompressible case, the sets of functions Qt and Pz
can be reduced to a single function log q by means of a
simple operator ~ log. Thus
Q,=P,=@
and
+ log ~=log g
This same operation applied to the functions Q~ and P~ in
the compressible case serves to deiine two useful sets of
functions log q+~t(r) and log q+g~(~), respectively. Thus
+ log Q.=log g+y,(.) (28)
and
~ 10k g P~=log !2+9~(r) (29)
From equation (7), namely,
Qt=dYAT)
it follows that
fk(~)=; @ ~JT) (30)




2Z@X@gJT) =; 1% (1–7)6
For example, for k= 1 and k= – 1 and with








{Y-l(r) =–log 1+~ J- 1– (1–T)B+’]2 /9+1 [ I
(34)
g_*(7)=–bg (a~+l)–~(1+’)(1–~)~2(/3+1)(1-7)9 (35)
For k=O and k=+ m, equations (30) and (31) requiro a
limiting process for their evaluation. Alternati forms for
f~(~) and gt(7) may be obtained, however, by means of
equations (19) and (2o) defining Bz(r) and &(7), which yield
the results for k=O and k=& m directly. Thus
J-fk(~)=+ ,’[sk(d–11 $
and
Jgt(T)=; jL(T) – 11:















L(T)=9..(7)=; : ~_T II y (4(-))
It ig worthy of special notice that the functions ~o(T), 90(7),
and j. ~(r) are identical with the functions f(T), g(~), and
h(~), respectively, which formed the basis of part I (refer-
ence 1). In addition, the expressions log q+jo(r), log q+oo(r)
and log q+ j. _ (~) are identical with the functions L, if
and H, respectively, which were introduced in part I.
A number of functions jt and g~ havo been calculated,
with ~= 1.4, for several positive and negative values of the
index k, and the values are given in tables 4 and 5 and
plotted in figures 4 and 5.
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The opportunity is taken here to note thrtt, for the
( )






and that the sets of functions Pt and Qt, as in the incom-
pressible case, me reduced to a single function by the operator




In fact, the complex flow potential ~+~ can be expressed
as an analytic function of a single complex variable
variable in “ti”s hodograph treatment of the compressible
flow past an elliptic cylinder (reference 8).
VELOCITY COEFLEC7TION FACTOR
The solution of the problem of an exact correspondence
between the flow past a prescribed body in an incompressible
fluid and the flow past the same body in a compressible
fluid is a diilicult matter. This problem can be solved ex-
actly for certain types of flow patterns (not past closed
shapes), such aa flows inside or outside angles or channels,
and for certain flow singularities such as a vortex, source,
and doublet—types of flow which can be associated with the
particular solutions Q~. Some of these type9 of flow are
illustrated by examples in the following section. Combining
particular solutions to repre9ent uniform flow paat a pre-
scribed body is a complicated process, since the treatment
of irdlnite series in the functions QS for both positive and
negative values of k is involved. Furthermore, the process
of returning to the physical-plane variables from the
hodograph-plane variables hinges on nonelementary parts of
ditferentifd geometry. Certain types of jet problems can be
properly treated in the subsonic range by series in Q, with k
positive, as was shown by Chaplygin (refermce 3). Thus,
it appeals that much work remains ta be done in order to
render feasible exact and practical solutions for uniform flow
paat prescribed bodies in a compr-ble fluid. Because of
the diihculty and complexity of the general problem of flow
in a compressible fluid, attempts have been made by a
number of investigators to obtain results by means of
velocity correction formuha that serve to place in correspond-
ence velocities in an incompressible and in a compressible
fluid.
In part I the velocity correction factor was discussed with
particular reference to the two functions L and ~ (QOand
POof the present paper) associated with a vortex and source
type of flow, rwpectively. The main justification for the
results of part I was the yielding and the unifying of the.
results of Chaplygin, von IGhnu4n and Tsien, Temple and
s-13110-Kie21
Yarwood, and Prandtl and Glauert. The knowledge of the
infinite set of functions P. and Q, discussed in the present
paper can now serve to establish further on a reasonable basis
the concept of a veloci~ correction formula.
In order that a single velocity correction factor be feasible,
even for a flow associated with a particular solution, it is
neCe9Sllrythat Pks Qk. Consider, for example, the functions
Q~ and pk insofar as the tit power of
concerned. It can be shown easily that
; log Qk=log q+jt(.)
=log q—;pr
and
~ log P.=log g+gt(,)
=log q–; pr
he- variable 7 is
Thus, to the fit power of r and independent of k,
fk(~) =9J7)
Then
() k-+ p.= qe
The nature of the correspondence between the incompressible
flow and the compressible flow is such that
Without going into any details here of the field point corre-
spondence or of the boundary distortion, the velocities in the
incompressible and compressible cases may be placed in
correspondence as follows:
(log q) ,=(log q–+ f?,),
or
(42)
This rtxmlt implies that the complex variable
( )O+i log q–; @r
in the compressil$e case corresponds to the complex vari-
able t9+i log q in the incompressible case. Equation (42)
represents the approximation of Temple and Yarwood
discmed in part I.
Consider now the functions Q* and P~ insofar as large








h(r) =f .= (T)=g. m(T)
Then, as k++ m,
p%=~
1~ [q.@(r)~
The function h(~) is expressed in integral form in equation
(4o) and has been evaluated and tabuIated in part I. (See
also table 4 and fig. 4 of the present paper.) The corre-
spondence of velocities in the incompressible and the com-
pressible case is given by
gi=g~(r) (43)
Equation (43) constitutes the geometric-mean velocity
correction formula introduced in part I and is limited to
the subsonic range OSMS 1. It is observed that, for posi-
tive valuea of k, h(~) lies between j~(~) and gk(~) in
magnitude. Moreover, the deviation of eh{’) from /k(r)
and eO~(’)is quite small in the subsonic range. (See table 6.)
The foregoing remarks, together with the fact that the
geometric-mean type of approximation contains the resuh%
of Chaplygin, von KArm&nand Tsien, Temple and Yarwood,
and in the limiting case of small disturbance to the main
flow the exact Prandtl-Glauert mile, lead to the suggestion
that it maybe adopted as an over-all type of approximation
in the subsonic range.
FLOWPATTERNS CORRESPONDING TO TEE PARTICULAR SOLUTIONS
Before the flow patterns corresponding to the particular
solutions +~ and #Lgiven by equations (4) for the compres
sible case are discussed, it is instructive to examine the
incompressible case. Consider the complex velocity potential
Q=++i*
= UP (44)
where U and n are constants and z=z+iy. It is well how-n
that, if n=; where a is an angle between Oand 27, equation
(44) represents the flow in a sharp angle. For example, the
flow inside a right angle is obtained with n=2 and the flow
outside a right angle is obtained with n=:. Again, the value
n= 1 or a =T corresponds to a uniform flow and the value
n=; or a= 2arcorresponds to the flow around a semi-iniinite
line. Clearly, all the angle flows are obtained with values
of n between % and o. Other types of flows are given by
other values of n. For example, n= —1 corresponds to a
doublet and the remaining negative integers are associated
with singularities of higher order than the doublet. In
addition to the flows described by the powers P, there are
the two fundamental flows, the source and the vortex, asso-
ciated with the function log z. If, now, it is dwired to obtain
generalizations for the compressible case of the foregoing
particular flows, the procedure is tit to express ~ or # for
the incompressible flow aa a function of the hodogmph
variables g and Oand then to replace @ by Pt or ~, respec-
tively. Several examples will best illustrate this procedure:
(1) Consider the compressible generalization of the angle
flows. By means of the relation
a~=e.i.
where w= 9+i log q, the hodograph





complex variable w is




If—n~l is replaced by k, the cnmprcssible generalization of
the angle flows is given by
h= ‘+, Qk h M
(–)‘k– 1
(46)
The inside angle flows are given by values of ii in the range
l<k< w and the outside angle flows, by values of k in the
range ls—k<~. For example, k=2 for the flow insido
a right angle, and k= —2 for the flow outside a right nngle.
Other types of flow are given by values of k in the rango
–l<kS1.
The case k= 1 or n=+ w is exceptional and, in fact,
corresponds to the incompressible flow
$l=e” (46)
where c is a constant.
(2) Consider the compressible generalization of the doub-
let. The complex velocity potential for the incompressible
doublet at the origin is
1
$2=;
The reflected-velocity vector is
(ifAll—.. —
dz 2






The stream function for the incompre.wible doublet is then
given by
The compressible generalization of the doublet is therefore
#i=–Qp OS&I
(3) Consider the compremible generalization of the source.
The. complex velocity potential for a unit source at the origin
is
Q=log ~









The velocity potential for the incompressible source is
+=–logq
The compressible generalization of the source is then given by
r#J~=-P~
(4) Consider the compressible generalization of a point
vortex. The complex velocity potential for a vortex of unit
strength at the origin is
Q=—; log z






and, except for an additive constant,
Q=w
The stream function for the incompressible vori%x is
*=log q
The compressible generalization of the vortex is then given by
*O=Q4
TRANSFORMATION FROM THE HOD OGRAPH TO THE PHYf31CAL VARIABLW
Given the velocity potential @ and the stream function x
in terms of the hodograph variables 8 and q, it is possible to
express the coordinate z and y of the physical plane in
terms of o and g.






it follows (see equation (6) of reference 1) that
The real and imaginary parts of this equation yield
(47)
Equations (47) relate the d.iflerential line elements in tho
physical W-plane and the hodograph (@plane. When
expressions for @ and # as functions of o and q are knowD
for a given flow, the integrals of equations (47) are the
equations of transformation of the L9,qcoordinates to the
x,y coordinates It may be remarked that the hodograph
flow equations (1) are the integrability conditions for the
differential equations (47). The righ&hand sides of equa-
tions (47) are therefore perfect dillerentials.
Consider one set of particular solutions from equations (4)
4=P@ COS ke
#=–Q@ sin ke
where k=+ 1 and k=O are exoluded.
tions (5), it can eaaily be veriiied that
By the use of equa-
(4s)
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The equations of transformation corr~ponding to the other
set of particular solutions from equations (4) are obtained
by replaciig in equations (48) the cosine by the sine and the
sine by the negative cosine.
The exoluded cases k=O and k=+ 1 are now treated.






















With the use of equations (15) and (5),
[1 l–
l—(1—T)@-l \
xl =2 1(B+l)’(1–7)6 Cos‘O+logq
.—
~~19(A 2* [~rq (49)
[
l—(1—~)fil
Yl=; l– 1@+l)T(l-’)B sin 26–0 )












x.,= Q-, sin o
equations (47) yield
With the use of equations (16) and (6),
(50)
[‘-’=*?$3-–*1 (1+9”) 1 Cos26
+&i log !Z+4(;::;%3 9(”)
For k=–] with
@_*=–P_l sin e








+* log ~ + 4(:~;;G2 9(’)
3/3+2 2/3+1 1 ~





Ri.ngleb (reference 2) gives an example of the flow of a
compressible fluid around a semi-infinite line. An examina-
tion of Ringleb’s stream function #=~ sin Oshows that it is
a linear combination of xl and #-l; that is,
)4=(–*2 QI+Q-1 sine
In fact, all the external angle flows (1 S –k<m ) are non-
unique; for, in view of the discussion preceding equation
(11), a general form of #-t is
~-z=g-k[A~Y~(7) + Y-,(7)] Sinko
where A is an arbitrary constant.
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OBSERVATIONS ON ~ LINES
In the present section there are reviewed briefly certain
conditions, discussed by Tolhnien (refmence 9) and Ringleb
(reference 10), with regard to possible limitations on the
potential flow of an adiabatic compressible fluid.
Consider the family of streamlines
+(0, q)=Constant
Then along a streamline
and, from equations (47), the line elementsalong a streamline
Singular points along a streamline are characterized




(Stagnation points at which ~ and ~q vanish, the vortex
for which ~~—=0 and the source for which 1+=0, are ex-
aq
eluded from this discussion.) Observe now horn equations
(47) that the Jacobian of the transformation from the
hodograph variables o and g to the physical-plane variables
x and y is given by
‘(%)=2(%%-%’%0
‘W[(%)’-iwff’-’(%)l’55)
Thus, the vanishing of the Jacobian is equivalent to the
condition for the existence of a singulaz locus for the family
of streamline
+(O,@=Con9tant
This singular locus consists of points at which the stream-
line-aundergo an abrupt change of curvature and means,
&physically, that the acceleration qa of a fluid particle is
infinite at such pOiIlt9.
Both Ringleb and Tollmien have shown that the singular
locus for the streamline is also the envelope of the Mach
lines in the plane of flow. The Mach lines are related to the
streamlines in such a way that the component of the fluid
velocity normal to a Mach line is equal to the local velocity
of sound. The Mach lines are identical with the so-called
characteristic curves of the second+rder partial difbrential





The real solutions of this di.flerential equation interpreted
in the physical ~-plane yield the Mach lines for a given
flow. The solution of equation (56) is
[ 119-L90=+ ~ tan-l(~,Jm=i) –tan-l JW76* (57)
where ,,=~ and where 00assumes the values of o along
the M= 1 line for a given flow.
It is iecalled that the function
introduced in part I (reference 1) in connection with the
geometric-mean type of velocity correction formula is a
solution of the differential equation
in the subsonic range. Observe that a continuation of




In the supemonic range, the function H=19-00 can thus be
interpreted as the hodograph of the LM~chlines for a given
flow.
The differential line elements dx and dy for the lMach lines
in the physical plane are now given. From equations (47)
and (56), the line elements along a Mach line for a given flow
axe
Singular points along a Mach line are characterized by the
vanishing of the common factor of equations (5s)
(59)
Equation (59) represents in the plane of flow two possible
singular loci or “tit lines” for the two farnilk of Mach
lines associated with the plus and minus signs in equation
(56). Clearly, the two singular loci cannot occur simul-
taneously since the two conditions cannot be satisfied simul-
taneously. Observe that equation (59) is equivalent to the
vankhing of the Jacobian given in equations (55). Thus,
the vanishkg of the Jacobian is not only the condition for
the existence of a singular (cusp) locus for the streamlines
but, also the condition for the existence of a limit line (enve-
lope) for the Mach lines.
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The existence of a s-hgular locus may be looked upon ‘M
~i~ equivalent to the vanishing along a curve of the
()
Jacobian J ‘~ of the transformation from the hodograph-
phme variabl~ o and q to the physical-plane variables z and
y. It is remarked that singular solutions exist for which the
()
Jacobian J ~ of the transformation from the physical-
~ane vari~bl~ z and y to the hodograph-plane varirtbles o
and q varushes identically in a region of the physical plane.
In this case, as Tollmien pointed out, o and q are no longer
independent variablea and the flow cannot be described
in the hodograph plane. Examplw of these “missed flows”
are the solutions of Meyer (reference 11) for supersonic flow
inside and outside sharp angles.
It is of special interest to apply the condition for the van-
ishing of the Jacobian to the particular solutions & rmd +~
treated in the early part of this paper. The expression for
the Jacobian for a particular solution
4.= P, COS ke
$.=–Q, SiJlko
is, with the use of equations (5), for k# O,
[ () 1=$ P~’ sid ke+ ~ 3 (1–ik&)Q# COS’ko (60)
Clenrly, this e-spression for J is positive in the subsonic
range M<l. At the sonic value M= 1, P,#O (see table
following equation (23)) and J is again positive. At the
&t zero of Pk in the supersonic range 01, QE#O; hence,
J is negative. The values of Id, for all the paim of values 0,
M for which the Jacobian J vanishes, therefore lie between
M=l and the value of M at the &-atzero of P, (or St) in the
supersonic range.
By means of the relntion
P,=? Q&k
the vnnishing of the Jacobian yields
(61)
Equation (61) is the relation for pa.imof values 0, M, which
interpreted in the physical ay-plane constitute the limit line
for the particuk flow 4t, #t. The values of M that satisfy
equation (61) accordingly lie between M= 1 and the value
of M at the first zero of Skin the supersonic range.
This paper is closed with the following remarks on limiting
vrduesof M in conne~tion with the use of velocity correction
formulas. The limiting local values of M in the caso of
uniform flow past a pr~cribed boundary, in general, depend
on shape parameters. The use of a velocity correction
formula, however, yields a constant limiting vtduo of M
that depends only on the particular correction formulw used.
The geometric-mean correction formula yields the vnluo
M= 1; the approximation of Temple and Ynrwood yields
IM= 1.35; and the arithmetic-mean correction formulw given
in part I (reference 1), which is based on a linear combirmtion
of a source (limiting value M=]) and o vortex (limiting
value M= m) or a spirfd flow, yields the value M=1.15.
LANGLEY ~lEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY CoaIalImHE FOR AERONAUTICS,
~ANGLEY FIELD, VA., September99, 194.
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TABLE 3.—THE FUNCTIONS Rk FOR SEVERAL VALUES OF THE INDEX k-Concluded
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TABLE 4.—THE FUNCTIONS j~ FOR SEVERAL VALUES OF THE INDEX k
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TABLE &-EXPONENTIALS OF THE FUNCTIONS ~k AND gh FOR SEVERAL POSITIVE AND KEGAT.IVI VALUES “OF THE
INDEX k
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